Radio Victoria is broadcasting a campaign called “The Right to Communication is a Human Right” which contemplates 3 areas: production, emission y reception and aside from broadcast media there are artistic expressions and other forms. Communication should not be a privilege for a few, it is a right that we all have and should be guaranteed by a law that permits everyone to have access to communication media in those three areas.
November 1st is “National Salvadoran Radio Announcers Day”! Congratulations to Radio Victoria’s On the Air Communicators on their day!

We are grateful for the visit of 2 Peruvian teachers on November 9th and for taking the time and interest to learn about our communication project as well as organizing in the Santa Marta Community.

On November 14th Santa Marta commemorated 40 years since the peasant massacre of Santa Cruz, which occurred from the night of November 15th and the early hours of the 16th in 1981 as well as the 1989 Rebel Offensive.

Communities remembered their environmental martyrs Marcelo Rivera, Ramiro Rivera y Dora Sorto with a mass in the Metropolitan Cathedral next to Monseñor Romero’s crypt. The perpetrators of this triple crime have never been identified. El Salvador still suffers from the negative impacts of passed mining activities. Communities urge the Government to implement the Law that Prohibits Metallic Mining.

Radio Victoria accompanied women from the Santa Marta Community who participated in the march to demand justice for disappeared & assassinated women on the Day to Eliminate Violence Against Women which is commemorated every November 25th.

Radio Victoria members participated in a Multimedia Communication Workshop given by ARPAS with the support of the United Nations Organization for Education, Science and Culture, UNESCO.

December 10th - Today we celebrate International Human Rights Day which affirms equal rights and dignity for all human beings without distinction.
Radio Victoria members participated in the International Conference “A Look at Our Collective Protection in the Region”. Human Rights Defenders shared experiences in their territory.

On December 13th Elvis Zavala of Radio Victoria, visited Radio & Televisión Balsamo. He witnessed first hand this community and alternative project’s audio-visual work which will help us to form our own audio-visual project.

Radio Victoria members concluded the Political School course made possible by Norwegian ARPAS.

Support with coordination from

Radio Victoria’s Human Talents spent a day analyzing El Salvador’s current situation in order to evaluate our work during 2021 & share our goals and principal challenges for 2022.
Radio Victoria’s Human Talents have initiated a process for the collective and participative construction of our own Institutional Gender Policy.

We regret the death of Beany Rivas Alemán who many years ago was a member of Radio Victoria’s Team. Our condolences go out to the family.

Regina Gámez

Member of Santa Marta’s Radio Listener Group and loyal friend of this community radio.

Feliz Navidad y próspero año 2022
les desea Radio Victoria